Shiva the vachya Sakti of the mantra of five letters- The Panchakshari. North of it
again is the home of Mrityunjayeswara the Lord of the Mantra of Three Letters;
north still resides the Saraswati of the name of Dharana; north again is the resting
place of_Matrika Sakti, the personification of the alphabet from "A" to "Ksha"! north
of it lives Sampades'hKalasangkarshini. Also lives there Sri Maha Sambhunadha
who was responsible for the birth of Sri Devi Lalita. Therein also dwells Sri Paramba
with Sri Maha Sambhunadha in her great effulgence and pure form. North of them,
in order, are the Mandiras of Bala Devi, Sri Annapurna as well as Hayarudha; still
further north is the Mandira of Sri Paduka,
Near the western gateway of Chintamani Mandira live, one north of the other
the apara devatas Laghusyama, Vagwadhini and others Sri Nakulambika, Syama,
upto the N.W. side of the Chintamani Mansion.
On the N.W. side of Chintamani Mansion within the garden of great-padmas,
there are the residences of Unmatha, Bhairavi, SwapnayVarahika, Tiraskaranikamba,'
Panchami. As before, here are the residences of Sri Purti Mahadevi and Sri Maha
Paduka, All these devatas and Devis reside here in thei[ effulgence, ever mindful of
the worship of Sri Devi Lalita
At the Eastern Gateway to Chintamani Mansion, on either side dwell Sri
Syamalamba on the right side and Sri Vartali on the left, their residences studded
with gems. Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara dwell east of the Arghyapatra. Their
homes are brilliant with the rays of scintillating gems scattering light in all directions.
All the devas are full of devotion to Sri Devi Lalita and ever live meditating on the
Japa of Mantraraja.
HAYAGRI¥A: Listen 0 Muni! I shall now describe the Mansion of Chintamani
gems which lies at the centre of the garden of great Lotuses. The wall around the
mansion is also studded with Chintamani gems. The stupa(gopura)on this wall is
twenty yojanas more in height and is topped by three crowns (kalasas) representing
Ichcha, Kriya and Jnana, ever effulgent with Chintamani gems. There are four
gateways, each half a krosa in width. Through each such opening stream forth the
red radiance of Sri Devi Lalitamba's body bright as the rising of a thousand suns,
and cool as the effect of a thousand full moons. Each of the four gates represents a
VEDA (sampradaya tradition) Amnaya Mantras proceed from each of these four
gates and from above originating from the five faces of Lord Shiva.
FIRST AVARANA OF SRI CHAKRA :
8n the very centre of Chintamani Mansion exists the most beautiful Bindu Chakra
the throbbing point from which all life and creation emanate. The brightness here is
that of a crore of suns dazzling with clusters of Chintamani gems; and is occupied
by Meru Sri Chakra. The space of three krosas from the Central Bindu ends with the
atma-splendour of Anima and the other Siddhis. In the outer section above the garden
of Great Lotuses, there reside ANIMA and other Siddhis. Starting from the East
and proceeding in a clock wise direction are:
1. Anima        2. Mahima            3. Garima      4. Laghim^
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